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1 INTRODUCTION 
There can be no doubt that human dignity, freedom and equality, the founda-
tional values of our society, are denied to those who have no food, clothmg or 
shelter' 
Decades of apartheid denied the majority of South Africans human 
dignity and access to basic social and economic services. The legacy of 
poverty and inequality remains a major challenge for the country. Gov-
ernment's commitment to redressing the high levels of inequity and 
social injustice is enshrined in the Constitution of the Republic of South 
Africa2 with explicit provisions for socio-economic rights. Chapter 2 of 
the Constitution more specifically, sections 26, 27 and 28 - imposes 
obligations on all spheres of government to progressively realise socio-
economic rights. According to the South African Human Rights Commis-
sion (SAHRC): 
Section 7(2) obliges the State to 'respect, promote, and fulfil the rights in the 
Bill of Rights.' This implies that all the socio-economic rights be given priority 
status. Since many of the socio-economic rights are also internally limited by 
the 'availability of resources' the State is obliged to 'progressively realise' them 
over time. The inclusion of the socio-economic rights in the Bill of Rights 
obliges the State to take all the necessary steps to ensure maximum and effec-
tive use of all resources available to it. J 
The fundamental obligation of the state is to "respect, protect. promote 
and fulfil the rights in the Bill of Rights"" The socio-economic rights in the 
Constitution provide a legal basis for basic needs advocacy and are de-
signed to strengthen the accounrability of government and the public 
service. Providing constitutional legitimacy to socio-economic rights 
claims inevitably gives rise to a new type of relationship between the 
I Government oj the Republic oj South Ajrica and Others v Grootboom and Others 200 J J SA 
46 (CC), 2000 (I I) BCLR 1 169 (CC) (hereafter Grootboom). par 23. 
2 References to 'the Constitution' in this paper refer to the Constitution of the Republic of 
South Africa Act 108 of 1996. 
3 South African Human Rights CommiSSion (SAHRC) 2000: 416. 
4 S 7(2). In summary, this implies that the state must refrain from policies and practices 
that undermine human dignity. while the right to protect implies that it must ensure 
that no other party undermines the rights of its citizens. The state is also obliged to rea-










































LAW. DEMOCRACY & DEvELOPMENT 
judiciary and executive" that is designed to improve accountability." In 
three landmark cases the Constitutional Court (hereafter the Court) has 
indicated its inclination to protect socio-economic rights as outlined in the 
Constitution. 
In 500bramoney v Minister of Health. KwaZulu-Natal (hereafter 500-
bramoney).' which concerned the right of access to health care services, 
the Court rejected the argument that the Constitution imposed a duty on 
the state to provide a dying applicant with access to kidney dialysis treat-
ment at a state hospitaL The Court held the view that this denial of treat-
ment was reasonable as the decision was based on professionally de-
termined criteria for determining access to dialysis within the context of 
severe budgetary constraints. 
Second, the Grootboom case is an example of judicial scrutiny which 
tests the reasonableness of government's attempts to realise socio-eco-
nomic rights in a particular context. In this judgment. the Court ordered the 
state to provide emergency accommodation for people in desperate need.' 
In the third case, the Court faulted government's policy on mother-to-
child transmission (MTCT) of HIV because it excluded a section of poor 
mothers and children. who did not have access to the pilot sites that 
provide the drug Nevirapine." 
This paper reflects on the public finance implications of the socio-
economic rights in the Constitution and the evolving jurisprudence. with 
particular reference to these three related judgments. It is mindful of the 
specific context and the key challenges in realising these rights, which 
include the immense magnitude of the backlogs' and inequity in socio-
economic rights that must be realised with relatively limited resources in a 
transitionaryenvironment. 
5 Liebcnberg (in (his VOhUll{') argues for il more tkxihle, "co·operative model" wilh 
conlinual imeraclion b"IWt"~n Ilw uranciles. "The prllnary purpose of (he cJoClrine or 
separaliotl of powers is 10 prevent il concelHrdlion of power in anyone branch of gov-
ernment" and [0 sirengthen ilCCOIIIHilllility. 
6 l/lid. 
7 A 4 J yenr old man. rhiagrrtj SoobrdlTloney. a diatletic wiltl isdH·arnic heart disease, 
claimed Ihat in terms oj 5S II and 27(3i of Ihe ConstiHlIioll lile state was Obliged 10 
provide tdlll wilh acu,ss 10 kidney (1ialysis trf'dlll1enr ill d provincial hospital. Sao' 
bramoney v Minister of /lfalth. Kwalu/u-Natll/ 1998 I SA 765 (CC). 1997 (12) 8CI.R 1696 
(CC) 
8 Groot/}()om, supra note I 
q Minister or Health and 0111l:'r5 v 1'realmel1t Acei(Hl Cwnpw!l11 and Ochers 2002 :, SA 721 
(Co. 2002 (lOi 8CLR 1011 (Cn (heredlier TAO 
10 Backlogs H·fer 10 people and households Ihat did IItli have alTess 10 adequate levels of 
services as def'ined in each specilie illslanu~ (ddlfled III some inSlanCf:S for at least three 
years!. The quantum of infraslrlKlure and serVI((;S req'lirc(1 to !!leet acccplatJle stan-
danls and eqUity across Ihe country by Ihe newly rleeted government of 1994 was im· 
mense, and is C<JrllJllOlrly referred to as the 'dpartlleid backlog' The Challenge of 
meeting this backlog within finile resource cOf1slrainrs. as well as addilional needs gen. 
erated by growth in the populalion. is spread progressively over il number of yeilrs 10 
minimise fiscal shocks 10 lite economy. f lence. in sllbseqUf'1l1 years Ihere are a residual 
number of and hOllseholds Ihat do 1101 iJenefil frolll programmes whicll provide 










































THE PUBLIC FINANCE lMPUCA TIONS OF RECENT SOCIO-ECONOMiC RIGHTS JUpGMENTS 
In its analysis of the Constitution and the three judgments, the paper 
acknowledges the importance and the success of the 'rights-based' ap-
proach in addressing developmental challenges. At the same time the 
analysis identifies limitations in this approach and suggests that the far-
reaching commitment to social and economic rights in the South African 
Constitution should be viewed as one component of a multi-faceted 
development approach. A simple 'rights-based' approach to development 
and social justice is necessary, but is not sufficient to address the im-
mense development challenges in South Africa. Tofigue" argues that the 
strength of 'rights-based' development approaches is enhanced by mutu-
ally reinforcing and complementary participatory 'people centred devel-
opment"2 strategies. 
A positive feature of the judgments is that the Court rejected the view that 
socio-economic rights were not justiciable." These judgments advance the 
cause of 'rights-based' advocacy. The analysis includes the limitations of 
these judgments, mainly from an economic perspective. The latter also 
highlights the reluctance of the Court to evaluate the effectiveness of policy 
choices. In particular, the Court raised the lack of professional institutional 
capacity to effectively evaluate the appropriateness and risks of particular 
complex policy choices for realising specific socio-economic rights. The 
Court rejected the minimum core approach as argued by the amici because 
of a lack of institutional capacity "to make wide-ranging factual and political 
enquiries necessary for determining what the minimum-core standard 
called for by the first and second amici should be". ,. 
To limit the scope of this paper, the analysis focuses on the most impor-
tant public finance issues raised by the Constitution and the judgments. 
Five key issues have been identified: 
• the challenges for socia-economic rights arising out of the social, 
historical and constitutional context; 
• the policies influencing overall resource availability; 
• the criteria for allocating resources in terms of the main principles 
raised in the judgments; 
• budgetary trends and the factors underpinning progressive realisation 
and retrogressive patterns in allocation decisions; and 
• institutional capacity constraints and their implications on budgetary 
decisions. 
II Tofique's (2001) analysiS 01' 'rights-based' vs 'sustainable livelihoods' in Bangladesh 
concludes that a fusion of the approaches is preferable. His definition of the rights-
based approach is limited to litigious strategies. However, the rights movement includes 
a much broader range of strategies that include social mobilisation. 
12 'People centred development' is a development philosophy based on key principles of 
social justice, inclusiveness, sustainability and empowering people. A critical compo-
nent of this approach identifies the need to ensure that people and their institution ~ 
civil society organisations are at the centre of development and are its primary driv-
ers. This approach also emphasises the need for people to set their development goals 
as well as {O participate in, and shape, institutions that influence their lives. 
13 Groocboom, supra note I, par 20. 










































LAW. DEMOCRACY & DEVELOPMENT 
2 SOCIAL AND CONSTITUTIONAL CONTEXT 
The provision of socio-economic rights must be understood in their his-
torical and socio-political context. Since 1994 three phases characterise 
the core of economic and fiscal policy in South Africa. These are the 
Reconstruction and Development Programme (RDP) phase; the Growth, 
Employment and Redistribution Programme (GEAR) phase; and more 
recently, an expansionary programme that emphasises employment inten-
sive microeconomic interventions.'" 
The current levels of inequality and poverty are prime features en-
trenched by apartheid: 
The final fifteen years of the apartheid era saw a massive transfer of wealth from 
the poor to the rich: between 1975 and 1991, the Income of the poorest 60 % of 
the population dropped by about 35 % By 1996. the gulf between rich and poor 
had grown even larger The poorest qUlntile received 4 % of the total income. 
compared to 65 % received by the richest qUintile and 46 % by the richest 10%. " 
South Africa ranks as one of the most unequal societies in the world, with 
about half its population living in households that earn less than R350 per 
month." An increasing number of poor people migrate from the former 
homeland regions to the peripheries of the major urban centres. 
We live in a society in which there are great disparities in wealth. Millions of 
people are living in deplorable conditions and in great poverty. There is high 
level of unemployment. inadequate social security. and many more do not 
have access to clean water or [0 adequate health services. These conditions 
already eXisted when the Constitution was adopted and a commitment to ad-
dress them, and to transform our society into one In which there will be human 
dignity, freedom and equality, lies at the heart of our new constitutional order.'· 
The relevance to socio-economic rights is two-fold. The first is the link 
between poverty and lack of socio-economic rights. which suggests that 
poverty includes lack of access to human rights including basic socio-
economic rights. The policy choices must therefore explicitly formulate 
measures to reduce inequality and poverty progressively. 
Second, macroeconomic policy ultimately determines the resource en-
velope to finance the delivery of socio-economic rights. The pace and extent 
of the development is ultimately determined by the resource constraints." 
In practice this is a 'soft' constraint, in that the technical level of resource 
constraints is determined by policy choices. Rights based development 
activists have argued for the relaxation of tight restrictive policies to release 
more resources for the fulfilment of socia-economic rights. 
15 The posr·2000 phase is unlike the mort clearly dl:fined RDP and CEAR programmes. 
Tile descriplion here reflcers the increases in llIajor public expenditure and the related 
objectives ill the budgets lor the 200t ilnd 2002 financial years. This budgeted expendi· 
ture Irelld has to be evaluated over time. given the riucluGllions in inrialion levels. 
16 UNIlI' 2002. 
17 UNDI' 2002:196. 
18 SooiJramoney. sl,pra 1101 e 7. par 8. 
19 rhese resources include tile range or pllyslCal. lindncidl. intellectual and insriilltioflal 
capital This paper is prillldrily concerned wilh Ille avatlability of public resources. 










































THE PUBLIC FINANCE IMPLICATIONS OF RECENT SOCIO·ECONOMIC RJGHTS JUDGMENTS 
The constitutional context includes section 214(2), which details the 
criteria for budgetary allocations. 
The budget may be enacted only after considering, and taking into ac-
count: 
(a) the national interest; 
(b) any provision that must be made in respect of the national debt and 
other national obligations; 
(c) the needs and the interests of the national government, determined 
by objective criteria; 
(d) the need to ensure that the provinces and municipalities are able to 
provide basic services and perform the functions allocated to them; 
(e) the fiscal capacity and efficiency of the provinces and municipalities; 
(f) developmental and other needs of provinces, local government and 
municipalities; 
(g) economic disparities within and among the provinces; 
(h) obligations of the provinces and municipalities in terms of national 
legislation; 
0) the desirability of stable and predictable allocations of revenue 
shares; and 
U> the need for flexibility in responding to emergencies or other tempo-
rary needs, and other facrors based on similar objective criteria. 
Three related but distinct interest sets can be identified in section 214(2). 
The first set, namely (a), (b) and (c) above, make reference to national 
interests; the second set, comprising (d), (f), (g) and (h) above, make 
reference to the basic and developmental needs. The last set consists of 0) 
above, about emergency or temporary needs. The remaining elements 
refer mainly ro the intergovernmental fiscal relations. The link between 
the provisions of section 214 and the sections on social and economic 
rights in the Constitution is analysed in this paper. The Court ruling in 
Grootboom declared that that policy was inadequate, as it did not cater for 
poor people in desperate conditions. This view is consistent with the 
provisions of section 2 J 4(2)0). 
The Constitution also distinguishes socio-economic rights that are not 
qualified by resource constraints, from those that are qualified by specific 
provisions such as resource constraints and progreSSive realisation. The 
first category places significant resource and implementation obligations 
on the state, and includes: 
• children'S socio-economic rights (section 28( I)(c), (d) and (e»; 
• the right of everyone to basic education, including adult basic educa-
tion (section 29( 1 ){a»; 
• the socio-economic rights of detained persons, including sentenced 
prisoners (section 35(2)(e»; and 
• protection of labour and cultural rights (sections 23, 30 and 31). 










































LAW. DEMOCRACY & DEVELOPMENT 
The second category of socio-economic rights in sections 26 and 27 en-
trenches the right of access to a range of infrastructure and services: 
housing. health care, food, water and social security. However, these 
rights are expressly qualified by resource constraints: 
The State must take reasonable legislative and other measures, within irs ayaH-
able resources, to achieve the progressive realisation of each of these rights." 
The availability of resources is discussed from two dimensions: first, the 
policy criteria that determ ine overall quantum of financial resources 
available to government to meet all its obligations; and second, the divi-
sion of this revenue to address key socio-economic rights, with respect to 
housing and social expenditure. 
3 POLICY FRAMEWORK: OVERALL RESOURCE AVAILABILITY 
Government's ability to meet the socio-economic needs of the poor is 
constrained primarily by the availability of resources. While the Court has 
refrained from pronouncing on the adequacy of policies that influence 
overall resource constraints, civil SOCiety organisations have argued that 
government's policies limit the provision of basic services to the POOL" 
Given the huge backlogs in the provision of basic services, the adequacy 
of resources is a critical determinant of government's overall ability to 
progreSSively meet the demand for basic needs provision. 
According to the SAHRC: 
It is incumbent that the state devises sound macroeconomiC, fiscal and mone-
tary policies so as to maximise the revenue pool earmarked for the delivery of 
socio-economic rights [and tol manage public finances In an efficient and ac-
countable manner so as to maximise the ability of the service agencies lO de-
liver services. ,., 
Fiscal policY" influences the overall magnitude of the resource envelope, 
underpins the key budget priorities and is a critical policy instrument that 
influences the provision of basic socio-economic rights, poverty reduction, 
growth and employment creation. It sets the overall constraints, stabilises 
fluctuations in the macroeconomy (given its relative position in the global 
economy),'" aims to provide an environment with appropriate incentives 
for economic growth and employment creation, as well as aiming to 
I See S5 26(2) and 27(2) of 111l: COllstillHion. 
22 This is the lIldin element of tile People's Budget slIlJlIlissioll. 
2.3 The Cwo/boom JudgmC'nt siresses the indivisibility 01 all the rigllts in tile Bill of Righls 
(supra note I. pars. 23 2~}). Thus tile wlal available resources I nust address all obliga-
tiolls oUllim,d in ell 2 of the Constilulion 
24 SAHRC 2000; 416< 
25 Tllis includes governIlleru's key eCOflOlnic policy position on taxdlion. expenditure pnorities, 
incefllive measures. budgetary Il\dnagelllent largels and fixed invesunerll poliCies. 
26 Soutl1 Africa's poslIion in the glnhill economy is now more vulnerilble to fluctuations III 
that economy. both ilS a reslll! of ilH:reasing glol1alisation and domestic policy options 
taken largely to foster inveSlmpnt and economic growil!. Some opponents. SIJch as 
the Congress of South Africall Trade UniotJs (Cosatu). argue that Ihe conventional wis-
dom of opening up the economy IllJrtS Ill!' coulltry's ability 10 suffiCiently resource its 










































THE PUBLIC FINANCE IMPLICATIONS OF RECENT SOCIO-ECONOMIC RIGHTS JUDGMENTS 
maximise opportunities for disadvantaged people to participate meaning-
fully in economy and society. The ullimate effect is that these policies can 
either aid or retard the available resources for realiSing socio-economic rights. 
To address the extreme levels of poverty and inequality, the first demo-
cratic government introduced the RDP in 1994 n This was followed by 
GEAR 28 in 1996. The ability of these economic policy programmes to 
address the socio-economic needs of the poor are contested. The People's 
Budget Initiative
29 
criticised GEAR for doing little (0 address stark levels of 
inequality, and argues that its austerity measures reduced investment in 
social development. Protagonists of GEAR point to the vast international 
literature and evidence that support its proposals for reducing poverty in a 
sustainable manner. lO 
A third approach accepts the need for sensible macroeconomic man-
agement, but argues that the sLringent targets set by GEAR can be relaxed 
without sacrificing its overall goals. Minor relaxation of the budget deficit 
and inflation target levels will yield additional resources without any 
significant negative impact on the economy. The theoretical basis for this 
argument is discussed by Cuttington & Stiglitz with specific reference (0 
budget deficit and inflation levels." 
3.. Implications for socio-economic rights 
The views expressed in the three cases referred to above ll suggest that the 
Court will not consider the appropriateness of fiscal/economic policy 
choices. The Court refrained from examining the efficacy of state policies 
to raise additional resources to address the enormous backlog socio-
economic rights. 
The choices involve difficult decisions to be taken at the political level in fixing 
the health budget, and at the functional level in deciding upon priorities to be 
met. A court will be slow to interfere with rational decisions taken in good faith 
by the political or~ans and medical authorities whose responsibility it is to deal 
with such matters. ' 
The Court has further argued that it does not have the capacity to make 
judgments on overall budgetary allocations and the division of revenue. 
Given the earlier comments on the justiciability of socio-economic rights, 
the Court sees a clear separation of roles when examining the poliCies that 
influence the overall resource availability. 
27 The RDP was defined as "an integrated, coherent socio-economic policy framework. It 
seeks to mobilise all our people and our country's resources toward the final eradication of 
apartheid and building of a democratic, non·racial and non·sexist future." The RDP 1994. 
28 The programme ourlined a series of measures aimed at addressing the imbalances in 
the macroeconomy, placing the country on a higher growth plane and addressing stagna-
tion in employment through increasing competilion. Department of Finance (DoF) 1996. 
29 The People's Budget Initiative is a joint iniliative by the South African NGO Coalition 
(Sangocol. Cosaru, and tile South African Council of Churches (SACC). 
30 Butler 200 I. Jansen 2001, Taylor 2000. OECD 1998. 
31 Cuddingron 1996, Stiglitz 1998. 
32 Groocboom. SooiJramoney and the Tile case. supra notes I. 7 and 9. 










































LAW, DEMOCRACY cSt DEVELOPMENT 
It should be born in mind that in dealing with such matters the courts are nO( 
institutionally equipped to make the wide-ranging factual and political enquiries 
necessary For determining nor for deciding how public revenues should be 
most efFectively spent. A 
Such determinations of reasonableness may in fact have budgetary impli-
cations, but are not in themselves directed at rearranging budgets, In this 
way the judicial, legislative and executive functions achieve appropriate 
constitutional balance. >5 
Economic and social rights cannot be fulFilled without higher and more equita-
ble budgetary allocations For basic social services. A UNICEF publication esti-
mates a shortfall of up to $80 billion (in 1995 to achieve universal 
provision of basic services, with around $206-216 billion required and only 
$136 billion being spent. In many instances these expenditures fall signiFicantly 
short of what is reqUired to provide the millimum package. In other instances 
the bias is towards richer people and men. ,. 
The Court's apriori acceptance of the overall resource constraints is a 
significant weakness in the constitutional jurisprudence on socio-eco-
nomic rights. Tofique'l argues that given this limitation of the courts, 
socio-economic development can be strengthened through complemen-
tary participatory approaches such as social mobilisation and advocacy, In 
numerous instances the latter approach has been more effective in influ-
encing the magnitude of resources and budget prioritisation decisions. 
With the exception of Soobramoney, the Court did not abstain from 
making decisions that have budgetary implications. These decisions are 
specific to each case, In Soobramoney, the Court argued that the demands 
on the budget are onerous, and accepted the state's view that resources 
are limited. Given these limited resources, it accepted that the state's 
criteria for determining access to dialysis treatment is reasonable, In 
rejecting this claim, the Court in this instance upheld (or refused to make 
a judgment on) government's SOCial policy and budgetary decisions. 
Given the lack of resources and the significant demands on them that 
have already been referred [0, an unqualified obligation to meet these 
needs would not presently be capable of being fulfilled. 
It would have the consequence of prioritising the treatment of terminal 
illness over other forms of medical care and would reduce the resources 
available to the state for purposes such as preventative health care and 
medical treatment for persons suffering from illnesses or bodily infirmities 
which are not life threatening. Iv 
34 TAC, supra note 9, par 37 
35 Ibid par ")8. 
)6 UNDP ;W()(): 79. 
37 Supra note 12. 
38 The Courl Iwld "thilt IIwre WdS no suggeslion lilal Ihe guidelines drawn up by lile 
hospital authorities for dl'lt'tlllilling whidl PdlicllIS qlldlified for dialysis IreiltlllCIH were 
IlnreasonalJle, or that Ihey had nOI been applied 'fairly and rationally' in the applicant's 
case". Lieilt'nbr:rg, in Ihi'> volume. 
39 Soobmmollt'y. supra 110ft' 7, pilr I I. 










































THE PUBLIC FINANCE lMPLlCATIONS OF RECENT SOCl()"ECONOMIC RIGHTS JUDGMENTS 
In Grootboom, the COUr[ made a judgment based on the specific contex-
tual issues." The Court stated that, "the budget allocated by national 
government appears to be substantial"." This approach does not provide 
any guidelines or methodology for the assessment of resource adequacy. 
The issue is dealt with on a 'case by case' basis4 ] and the magnitude of 
resources required to address the Court order is small, relative to the 
overall housing budget. The Court's reluctance to determine a minimum 
core makes it difficult to estimate the overall impact on the budget. Fi-
nally, the definition of people in desperate need is not clear, and it will be 
difficult to estimate the quantum of aFfected people as well as the impact 
on the budget. 
In the TAG case the Court made its judgment in the context of increased 
resources. "But more importantly, we were informed at the hearing of the 
appeal that the government has made substantial additional funds avail-
able for the treatment of HIV, including the reduction of mother-to-child 
transmission ... 44 In addition, the Court argued that the cost of Nevirapine 
was not a factor4S and the only additional costs were those of providing 
infrastructure, formula feed, vitamins and antibiotics, and of monitoring, 
where appropriate:" The Court avoided the issue of whether budgetary 
constraints provided a legitimate reason for not implementing a compre-
hensive policy of using Nevirapine, including testing and counselling, nor 
did it deal with arguments on cost effectiveness. 
In these specific instances the judgments induce some resource implica-
tions, even if they are marginal. The latter twO judgments (Grootboom and 
the TAG case) suggest that if, in the Court's opinion, the specific programme 
is unreasonable and has a relatively small impact on the overall budget 
allocated to that sector, it will enforce the specific socio-economic rights 
claim. We can thus assume that the Court is unlikely to make a judgment in 
favour of a programme that has a significant budgetary impact." 
4 CRITERIA FOR ASSESSING REASONABLENESS OF POLICY 
The Court raised a number of additional factors for assessing the reason-
ableness of policy.48 From a public finance perspective three can be high-
lighted: intergovernmental fiscal relations, balanced short- to long-term 
measures, and social exclusion. 
41 Grootboom. supra note I, par 20. 
42 Ibid par 47. 
43 Ibid par 20. 
44 TAe, supra note 9. par l20. This paragraph indicates that the budget has increased from 
R350 million in the 200112 financial year to RI billion ror the 2002/3 l"inancial year and 
RI.8 billion in 2004/5 
45 The TAe case. supra note 9. par 48. In which the state indicated that it would receive 
this drug free for five years. 
46 ibid par 49. 
47 It may be argued that a programme with significant budgetary impact may not be 
sustainable. or may introduce other public finance risks and could be unreasonable. 










































LAW. DEMOCRACY & DEVELOPMENT 
4.1 Intergovernmental fiscal relations 
A reasonable programme must allocate responsibilities and tasks to dif· 
ferent spheres of government and ensure that the appropriate financial and 
human resources are available.·;v 
Sections 214 and 227( I) of the Constitution require an Act of Parliament 
to provide for the equitable division of nationally raised revenue among 
national, provincial and local governments. The Division of Revenue Act 
(DORA) is enacted annually, with the Budget. to give effect to the re-
quirements of the Constitution. DORA sets out the equitable allocations 
for each sphere of government, the division of revenue between the nine 
provinces, and detailed schedules of all other allocations from national 
departments to provinces and municipalities The process of preparing the 
budget and DORA is a consultative one and includes consultation with the 
Financial and Fiscal Commission (FFC)'v and the South AFrican Local 
Government Association. 
This framework is comprehensive and complies with the criteria set out 
in paragraph 39 of the Crootboom judgment" However, while provinces 
are entitled 10 determine their own spending priorities from their uncon-
ditional transfers, this has 10 be considered in terms of policy set by 
national departments. As a result, the spending on education, social se-
curity and health absorbs close to 90 % of the equitable share allocations 
10 provinces. Given provinces' limited opportunity 10 raise their own 
revenue, their ability to meet increased needs or finance province-specific 
programmes is severely constrained. These policies and practices have 
often compromised the ability of sub-national governments to meet their 
specific socio-economic obligations. 
In addition, the lack of functional clarity between the various spheres of 
government has induced a range of unfunded manda and contingent 
liabilities'" for sub-national government. The lack of clarity is particularly 
acute for the two-tier non-metropolitan local governments, 
4.2 Short-. medium- and long-term needs 
In the Crootboom judgment, the Court argued that a reasonable pro-
gramme will make provisions, or plan for, short-, medium- and long-term 
needs."' The introduction of the Medium-Term Expenditure Framework 
(METF) a three year projection of budgetary allocations provides a link 
4') Ihid par 3'r 
50 Tlie FFC is an independenl commission appoinred by lile Preside£][ to acivise on owrall 
fiscal relations. 
51 Tlie GroorlJoom judgmt'II1 SlillCS rhar a reasonalJle progral1lJlIe must clearly allocare 
tasks dnc! responsibililies to Ille differenr spheres of gov(,J'JIlllerH and ensure Ihar Ille 
appropriare finamidl and iHunan resources are available. Groot/)oom. supra nOle I, par 
3'J. 
52 These [ffer ro tunCfiolls IlliU have been transferred to sulHlalionallevels of gOVt'flHlIt"JlI 
WlillOlIJ the corresponding llllilJICidl resources 
53 These refer to lhe addirional operational and ll1ailllt'nallCe cosrs associared with 
infrastructure inveSllnclits. including housing projens. 










































THE PUBLIC FINANCE IMPLICATIONS OF RECENT SOCl()'ECONOMIC RIGHTS JUDGMENTS 
between policy. planning and budgeting. predictable resource allocations 
over the medium-term, signals any desired change in the direction of 
spending. and facilitates multi-year public investment programmes. In the 
Budget speech of 1998 the Minister of Finance said the major reason for 
introducing the METF was to create a more predictable environment 
within which public sector organisations could develop clear medium-
'5 term programmes.~ 
While some indicative figures are proposed for the two outer years -
the fourth and fifth year - the dynamic nature of economic trends do not 
allow for accurate long-term projections and planning. Economists. public 
sector managers and investors have welcomed the METF as a transparent 
tool both to facilitate short- and medium-term planning and implementa-
tion, and for effective monitoring by civil society. While the METF is 
generated through high level planning and dialogue within government, 
the opportunity for participation by civil society in this process is absent. 
4.3 Social exclusion and vulnerable groups 
In the Grootboom and rAe judgments the Court clearly indicated that 
government's policies do not comply with the prOVISions on socio-
economic rights, as they preclude access to these specific rights by certain 
groups. Therefore these policies were considered to be unreasonable. "A 
programme that excludes a significant section of society cannot be said to 
be reasonable. ,,56 The Grootboom judgment continued that the housing 
programme does not cater for the immediate needs of people in desper-
ate need. It also does not comply with section 214(2)Q). 
The Court's judgment in Grootboom clearly has some resource implica-
tions. It clearly indicated that the state is obliged to provide resources for 
people in desperate need of housing: 
The nationwide housing programme falls short of obligations imposed upon 
national government to the extent that it fails to recognise that the state must 
provide for relief for those in desperate need. They are not to be ignored in the 
interests of an overall programme focussed on medium- and long-term [sicJ 
objectives. It is essential that a reasonable part of the national housing budget 
be devoted to [hiS, but [he ,erecise allocation is for the national government to 
decide in the first instance. ,H 
Apartheid poliCies were designed to socially exclude black people from 
basic political, economic and social rights. Social exclusion and poverty 
are likely to lead to increased socio-economic rights violations. Most 
development theorists strongly insist on policies that are inclusive and 
empowering in order to reduce poverty. 
The severe lack of housing is clearly a critical development challenge. The 
broader implication of this judgment lies in the definition of people living in 
what the judgment termed "intolerable conditions". If the judgment is 
55 Minister of Finance, 1998. 
56 Grootboom, supra note I, par 43. 
57 Ibid pars 63, 64 and 68. 










































LAW. DEMOCRACY &. DEVELOPMENT 
narrowly interpreted, the state's obligations in terms of sections 26, 27 
and 28 will mainly be limited to developing and financing the implemen-
tation and supervision of a programme to provide relief (shelter) for 
people in living in "intolerable conditions". This interpretation restricts the 
state's obligations to crisis/disaster management, and will have minimal 
economic and financial implications. 
However, iF people in desperate need or living in intolerable conditions 
are defined more broadly to include people without secure land tenure, 
the economic and financial costs. as well as the capacity to respond to the 
need, are significant and far-reaching. In this context, the needs of people 
living in desperate situations must be prioritised, and some form of im-
mediate relief provided even if It falls short of adequate housing in its 
fullest sense. The short-term resource requirements will be substantial 
given the vast number of people living in informal settlements. This does 
not detract from the obligation or the state to make adequate financial 
resources available as part of its overall plan For the progressive realisation 
of socio-economic rights, which must incorporate immediate, medium-
and long-term goals for housing. 
In the current socio-economic context the exclusion and vulnerability of 
the poor, particularly women and children, increases their vulnerability to 
socio-economic rights violations, Given these increased risks, we briefly 
discuss the specific resource implications of the judgment on children's 
rights and the proposed basic income grant (BIG) as a comprehensive 
policy to minimise this risk, 
4.3.1 Implications Jor children's rights 
Definitive elements of [he judgment included the obligation to provide 
relief to those people in desperate need and the immediate obligation to 
provide for the socio-economic rights of children without parental care, 
The Grootboom judgment argues that the provision of basic services to 
children is the "primary responsibility""" of the parents. The state is 
obliged to support families through progressive realisation of socio-
economic rights in sections 26 and 27. But where children lack paren-
tal/family care, the state has a direct duty to ensure that their basic needs 
are met. This is also reinforced in the TAC judgment, which allocates to 
the state a direct duty to provide socio-economic services in instances 
where parents are indigent. 
The stare is obliged to ensure that children are accor(jed the protection con-
templated by section 28 that anses when the implementation or the right to 
parental or family care is lacking, Here we are concerned with children born in 
public hospitals and clinics ro mothers who are for the most parr indigent and 
unable to gain access ro private medical treatment which IS beyond their 
means. They and their children are in the main dependent upon the state [0 
make health care services aVailal)le to them" 
5t} ESlillldlCS lJy tile Dcpanmtfll of HOllsing ill ils Annual Heporl 200/ suggesl lilar [hc 
housing hacklog is in the region oj 2.1 miliiollllllilS 
60 Slotli·Nielsell 200 I 17 










































THE PUBUC FINANCE IMPUCATION5 OF RECENT SOCIO·ECONOMIC RIGHTS JUDGMENTS 
Providing socio-economic rights to children without parental care will 
have a significant impact on the Fiscus and the priorities of the responsible 
state departments. Additionally, these rights at the policy level - are 
likely to reduce the vulnerability of children to human rights abuses. 
4.3.2 ImplicationsJor indigents and social security 
The UNOP's Human Development Report for 2000 argues that poor people 
are most susceptible to human rights violations. 62 The People's Budget 
Initiative, in its analysis of GEAR targets, affirms an increase in unem-
ployment and poverty between 1966 and 1999. Both the Grootboom and 
TAC judgments emphasise the needs for basic services for indigents and 
people in desperate need. In this context reasonable compliance with 
socio-economic obligations of the Constitution could include providing 
basiC income support to people without an income. The report of the 
Taylor Commission
Q3 
indicates that a significant section of people without 
any income do not qualify for any social security support. It is also clear 
that these people are in desperate need of basic services food, clothing 
and shelter. 
In the Grootboom judgment, the Court indicated that: 
One of [he ways in which the state would meet its section 27 obligation would 
be through a social welfare programme providing maintenance grants and 
other material assistance to families in need in defined circumstances.
D
' 
The Taylor Commission recommends a comprehensive and integrated 
medium to long-term framework for income support. 65 In terms of the 
Grootboom criteria for reasonableness it addresses: 
• the exclusion of children from seven to 18 years, and poor adults from 
18-59 years (it is estimated thar 13 million people live below the pov-
erty line and have no access to social security); 
• the absence of policy to address income poverty that limits access to 
socio-economic rights; 
• clear implementation modalities; and 
• the progressive implementation of the system in the medium- to long-
term, to overcome financial and capacity constraints. 
It estimates the ne(t financing burden for the BIG at R24 billion'" and 
suggests that this could be funded by additional income potential of R17.1 
billion for the 2002/03 finanCial year and R24.5 billion for the 2003/04 
financial year. The additional income would be realised through increas-
ing expenditure to GOP ratio by 1 % and utilising the contingency and 
reducing debt servicing reserves. If implemented through the suggested 
phases, the resources will be adequate for the progressive implementation 
of the BIG. The report is not clear on the impact of increasing the GOP to 
62 UNOP 2000 56. 
63 050 2002: 30. 
64 Grootboom, supra note 1. par 78. 
65 OSD 2002: 154. 










































LAW, DEMOCRACY & DEVELOPMENT 
expenditure ratio, nor on the tax, inflation and borrowing levels, The use 
of the contingency reserves increases the public finance risks as a result of 
unanticipated shocks, At the same time the increased distribution of 
income is likely to stimulate economic growth through increased con-
sumption. 
The benefits of an inclusive developmental approach that minimises the 
political. social and economic marginalisation of vulnerable groups are 
well documented. Given the logic argued in the Crootboom judgment, 
policies that are not comprehensive and exclude children and/or signifi-
cant number of people in desperate need are unlikely to comply with the 
provisions of sections 26. 27 and 28 of the Constitution. Progressive 
implementation of the Basic Income Grant, through phased implementa-
tion (eg by beginning with extending the child support grant) is a reason-
able trade-off. 
5 PROGRESSIVE AND RETROGRESSIVE MEASURES 
Full realisation of social and economic rights cannot be easily attained, 
especially in poor countries with considerable development challenges 
and with lim ited capacity and resources. Given the resource constraints 
and the goal of the Constitution to "provide basic needs for all' .,; the 
obligation of the state in this context is to optimise its efforts to promote 
the progressive realisation of socio-economic rights. While the courts, 
under certain circumstances. may direct the state to meet its socio-
economic obligations in terms of sections 28 and 29 of the Constitution, 
in other circumstances they may be guided by the economic rationale of 
the state.''' If the economic rationale provided by the state for the non-
realisation of socio-econom ic rights is not challenged effectively. the state 
will monopolise the discourse on socio-economic rights. 
In a budgetary context, increasing delivery implies an increase in ex-
penditure. This must be measured in real' terms, to discount the infla-
tionary impacts on any investment and to assess the true purchasing 
power of the allocations. In examining the state's commitment to pro-
gressively fulfil its socio-economic obligations and comply with the consti-
tutional provisions, both resources and perFormance must demonstrate a 
progressive improvement. 
67 Groo/boom, supra note!. par 45. 
68 Progressive realisation here is derived Imlll the constitlHiollal provision in 55 26(2) and 
27i2). 
69 5s 28 and 2<} clt,arly articulatp the obligations that are binriing Oil the slate without 
recourse 10 the issue of resource constraints, espeCially in the area of the socio-
ecollomic rights of children without parelHs. 
70 ~s 27(2) anil 28(2) provide thaI state must take reasonable legislative and other meas-
ures, wilhin (/vw!abfe r,;sourc(,s, to achi(,vc progreSSive recllisatioll of this right Tilis 
clause is likely to be used by I he Sidle when it is ufldbh~ 10 meet its obliga[ion5. 
71 The concept 'reai' reflects Ill(' actual qwmlUm after nClIIralising Ihe inflationary ('tlP-Cls, 
during any comparison. TIl(; level of inflatioll reduces the value by the inflationary fac-











































THE PUBUC FINANCE IMPUCAT!ONS OF RECENT SOCIO-ECONOMIC RIGHTS JUDGMENTS 
Any deliberate retrogressive measure would require the most careful considera-
tion and would need to be fully justified by the totality of the rights provided 
for in the Covenant and in the context of the full use of maximum resources 
available. 72 
The judgments did not consider the trends in either resource allocations 
or delivery outputs, At the same time the arguments presented by civil 
society suggest that the cuts in social expenditure cannot be justified. 
These trends are considered with specific reference to housing (in the 
context of Grootboom) and the overall expenditure and projections. 
Seleoane outlines five grounds that justiFy deviation From the state's 
obligations: 
The reasoning I propose to follow is that there is a clear constitutional injunc-
tion that the state shall fulfil certain socio-economic rights and that a deviation 
from this obligation can be justified on five grounds only. The said grounds are; 
• That the state does not have the resources that are necessary in order to 
fulfil the righ tS; 
• That, whilst the state might have the resources, it would nevertheless be 
unreasonable for it to embark on the action required for the Fulfilment of 
the rights; 
• That the rights have been fully realised already; 
• That there was a crisis as a result of which the deviation was inevitable; and 
• That the deviation was in pursuit of an overall improvement with regard to 
other ICESCR rights. 
The latter two groundS are derived from an interpretation of the Interna-
tional Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights (ICESCR). Seleoane 
argues that if they do not apply, the state's Failure can be justiFied on two 
groundS: the avallability of resources, and reasonableness. 
5.1 Housing expenditure trends 
The Grootboom judgment provided limited reFerence to the obligation for 
progressive realisation,7. In extrapolating the underlying principles of the 
judgment, the Full realisation of housing rights cannot be achieved in the 
short-term. It is therefore critical to ensure that these rights are progres-
sively realised. 7s 
In examining the expenditure trends for housing, between the 1997/98 
and 2000/01 Financial years the nominal housing allocations dropped and 
will shrink further at real levels. Does this constitute a retrogressive meas-
ure, or can it be justified? Craven writes that the "progressive achieve-
ment of a right reqUires that its implementation should be continued 
without respite as quickly as possible". 70 This efFectively implies that there 
should be no backward movement or decrease in the real expenditure 
levels for housing, 
72 General Comment No .. 3 (FiFth session, 1990) The nature of Slates parties obligations (art 
2( I) of (he Covenant) UN doc. E/1991/23, par 9. 
73 Seleoane 200 I. 99, 
74 Grootboom. supra note I, pars. 36 and 45, 
75 The housing backlog is estimated at 2.2 million units, Department of Housing 2001, 










































LAW, DEMOCRACY &. DEVEl.OPMENT 
Table 1: Consolidated housing expenditure: Actual and estimates
ii 
Financial year 97198 98/99 99/00 00101 01/02 02/03 03/04 
R billions 45 3.7 3.5 3.4 3.7 3.9 4.0 
Increase 18% -5.4% -3% 8.8% 5.4% 2.6% 
In addressing these justifications, the reason of insufficient resources does 
not apply as this cut was made in years during which the overall budget 
increased. The cuts can be justified by the East Asian financial crisis but 
this crisis did not have a sufficient impact on the economy to warrant a 
budget cut. In the Medium-Term Budget Policy Statement of the last three 
years, housing has always been listed as an important need. justifying the 
need for increased allocations. The only plausible reasons are that there 
are capacity constraints or that it is unreasonable to spend the resources 
on housing. However. in its Budget statement, the Department of Housing 
suggested that the capacity to deliver housing increased steadily over the 
same period, implying that housing expenditure would increase at the 
same ratio. It could be argued therefore that (he cuts in housing expendi-
ture are retrogressive, and that the state is in breach of meeting its obliga-
tions in terms of section 26(2) of the Constitution. 
5.2 Overall expenditure trends 
In accepting the macroeconomic arguments for the budget constraints, it 
is equally important to ensure that resource limitations are not used to 
justify retrogressive expenditure measures. Hence it is critical to examine 
the trends in expenditure against demographic and economic data. The 
overall trend of resource availability from 1997 to beyond 2002 can 
divided into three phases, reflected by the expenditure patterns: 
• The first phase before 1997/1998. The annual nominal expenditure 
increase was between 13 % and 15.5 % for the financial years 1994-
1996
7
' Note that this comes off a higher inflation base of between 9% 
and 7.4 % between 1994 and 1996,'" reflecting an underlying real in-
crease in expenditure. 
• The second phase from 1997/1998 to 1999/2000 saw the introduction 
of macro stabilisation policies. Expenditure increases were contained 
between 4.6 % and 6.2 %. In real terms, the overall expenditure levels 
have decreased, and real interest levels increased Significantly as a re-
sult of the Asian economic crisis. Thus it can be argued that the cuts in 
real expenditure levels are retrogressive measures, limiting the re-
sources available to finance socio-econom ic rights. 
Justifications for these cuts are largely based on expenditure strategies 
to attain better macro stability, manage exogenous shocks and reduce 
fiscal imbalances, as well as matching resources to adequate capacity 
77 National Treasury 2001e: "147 
78 Derived from Ilcparrment of l'irl<lIlCe U!ldgel Ikvicw 19')l): 65 










































THE PUBLIC FINANCE IMPLICA nONS OF RECENT SOCIO-ECONOMIC RIGHTS JUDGMENTS 
levels, It is difficult to predict if the courts will view this as limiting socio-
economic rights, as the Constitutional Coun did not provide any gUide-
lines for assessing the adequacy and availability of resources."o 
The third phase is the current period, beginning in 2000-2001. The 
proposed expenditure increase rises to between 7.4 % and 9 % - or a 
3.7 % increasesl in real terms for non-interest expenditure,S2 
Table 2: Real per capita changes in expenditure, 1996/97 to 2004/0583 
Average annual 
2000/01- 2001/02 2002/3 - 2003/04-
2001/02 2002/03 2003/04 2004/05 
L Protection services 
Defence and intelligence 1% 4,69% -0,33% -0,78% -1,77% 
Integrated justice system 4% 6,32% I 0,13% -l.I3% 1,03% 
2, Social services 
Education 3,96% -0.46% -0,20% -0,71 % 
Health -5% 1,22% 1,90% 0,73% 0,26% 
WelFare 8% 466% 3,96% 0,96% -0,72 % 
Other social services 10% I 4,38% 0,95% 3,14% -0,55 % 
3, Economic services 
Water schemes, related services tlli-O,30% -4,10% -1.84 % -3.41 % 
Agriculture, fishin~ and forestry 1,22% 3,07% 0,64% -1,35% 
Transport, communication -14% 13.58% 1.17% -0,14% 0,89% 
Other economic services -6% 6,95% 15,73% 2,32% -0,28% 
4. Administration -10% 9,38% -0,50% 1.60% 0,19% 
TOTAL 1% 5,11 % 1.09% 0.31 % -0,35% 
The table illustrates the key trends in expenditure for the various social 
and economic services outlined here in terms of the key expenditure 
requirements of sections 26, 27, 28, and 29 of the Constitution, 
Note the decrease in the allocations to health and education, The cuts in 
real expenditure for education cannot be justified in terms of either de-
clining enrolment rates"4 or major efficiency gains, and could be consid· 
ered as a retrogressive measure. Given the Medium-Term Expenditure 
Framework priorities and the relative imp0rLance of water as a basic 
80 Supra note 5, 
81 National Treasury 200 I: 62, 
82 The figures are based on the 2001 Medium·Term Expenditure Framework (MTEF), 
However, the recent sharp increase in inflation rates as a result of the sharp decline in 
the value of the Rand shows a shan-term decline in allocations in real terms, The 2002 
MTBPS attempts to address this to some extent by increasing certain allocations over 
the 200 I MTEF baseline to accommodate the sharp increases in imported inflation (eg 
increased allocations for imports of medical equipment and drugs), Most analysts have 
argued that thiS is a short-term phenomenon and the external factors driving inflation 
will stabilise over the medium- to long-term, 
83 The People's Budget Initiative 200 I. 
84 The data on HIVIAIDS infectioll do not point to declining numbers of school enrolments 
in any clear manner for the medium-term, The long-term projections point towards a 
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service, the decrease in expenditure for water services is inconsistent with 
nalional policies. 
Moreover, it is difficult to argue, in general. that the progressive realisa-
tion of socio-economic rights can coexist in the context of increasing 
income and consumption poverty. Critical to this debate is the rate of the 
increase in poverty (measured in terms of the average per capita income 
levels) and unemployment. as a measure of delivery of socio-economic 
rights'"" Given the increasing levels of poverty and unemployment, the 
People's Budget Initiative argues that the level of investment in socio-
economic rights does not contribute sufficiently towards the progressive 
realisation of these rights.' 
6 INSTITUTIONAL CONSTRAINTS 
The Grootboom judgment clearly states that mere legislation is not 
enough, and the state must put into place reasonable implementation 
programmes. "An otherwise reasonable programme that is not imple-
mented reasonably will not constitute compliance with the state's obliga-
tions. ,,'I The obligation to devise programmes. allocate resources. co-
ordinate and monitor the success of the programme lies with the national 
state. and the implementation arrangements with provincial departments 
or their agents. Implementation modalities must include policy synergy 
and effective coordination among all three spheres of government. 
Implementation must also be seen contextually, and that includes the 
legacy of apartheid. South Africa inherited a fragmented budgetary system 
comprising 15 different budgets for the provinces and the independent 
homelands. The budgetary reform process included:"" 
• integrating the budgetary systems and developing a single budgetary 
system for the country: 
• establishing the MTEF; 
• implementing a treasury and financial management system. including 
the Public Finance Management Act; 
• rationalising the reporting and control systems in terms of the gener-
ally acceptable accounting principles (GAAP);'c and 
• improving the efficiency of the revenue services. 
85 There is a very sirong (Orreiillion belwe(,n level 01 education and slandard of living: the 
poVt'rly rate afTlong people wilh 110 ecillcdlion is 69%. compared wilh 54 % alllong peo-
ple with primary education. 24 % among Ihose witll secondary education and 3% 
among those wlIh £ertJary edUCi\!JOI1. There is illso a correlation between poverly and ill-
health. although (tlis is more difficull 10 measure and access to elfeClive health care is 
specilic to particular social ami envirollmental situations. However, it is clear that poor 
ctllidren sutf(;r a much higher than average ralC 01 stuflIiJ1g. I{sA 1998: ch 5. 
86 The People's Budget Initiative 2001 
87 Grao/boom, supra note 1, par 42. 
88 SUlllmaryoJ the salient h~atures ill vnriolls rerons provided by National Treasllry in (he 
past five years. Thf'se illdllde eSlimatC's ot national expenditure. adjusted estimates. 
medium-term policy statelllents and Budget speeches. 
8<) GAi\P is an dC(oullling reporting standard. which allows for easy interprcliHion oj 










































THE PUBLIC FINANCE IMPLlCA nONS OF RECENT SOCIO-ECONOMIC RIGHTS JUDGMENTS 
The National Treasury argues that it is now better able to monitor expen-
diture patterns, financial management and efficiency measures. It has 
instituted a training programme and has developed a centralised set of 
electronic systems to produce accounts, manage procurement of goods 
and manage the payroll
90 
A new information system has been developed 
to facilitate better financial management.
qj 
While systems and capacity at the financial management level have 
improved significantly, capacity at the level of delivery is not optimal. 
Government, through the Department of Public Administration and Serv-
ices, has conducted a skills audit at provincial level indicating capacity 
gaps in the public sector. These gaps are currently augmented by partner-
ships with private organisations and NGOs. The latter have argued that 
government resources could be more effectively used in the fight against 
poverty by drawing on the resources of civil society and the private sec-
tor. Additionally, the NGO sector has argued that it is under-resourced, 
given its existing capacity, and that the lack of funding for NGOs and civil 
SOCiety has led to the weakening of this sector. 
In both the Soobramoney and the TAG cases the Court indicated that the 
assessment of capacity adequacy is primarily a professional one. In the 
Soobramoney judgment, the Court accepted the renal dialysis guidelines 
established by hospital management to assist in deciding who should 
receive treatment.
92 
In the TAG order, the decision to make assessments 
on capacity adequacy was deferred to hospital management. 
Capacity building is a long-term development programme. Government 
has introduced the Skills Development ActO' and targeted training pro-
grammes to enhance the capacity in the publiC sector. In the short-term 
partnerships with the private sector and NGOs are crucial to augment 
capacity. 
In the interim the need to monitor is essential. The serious weakness in 
the delivery cycle is that monitoring is left primarily to departments and 
to the National Treasury in the form of expenditure monitoring. While 
expenditure monitoring is critical, the assessment of whether a right is 
'progressively realised' will be best assessed through independent moni-
toring of the outputs and outcomes, and of the precise nature of the 
institutional and capacity impediments to the effective realisation of socio-
economic rights. In this regard the role of the SAHRC and civil society 
organisations (including the press) in monitoring is essential. The moni-
toring methodology should more rigorously test the progressive realisation 
of socio-economic rights. 
90 The centralised systems are Basic Accounting Systems (BAS), PERSAL (a payroll system) 
and LOGIS (a procurement system). 
91 The new system. Vulendela, provides management with key financial information to 
assist with making financial decisions. 
92 Soobramoney. supra note 7, par 24 and 30. 
93 The TAG case, supra note 9, par I 35(2)(c) and 135(3)(b) 
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7 CONCLUSION 
The recent judgments take a meaningful step towards upholding the 
notion of socio-economic rights. The Court. despite its reluctance to inter-
fere in the appropriateness of executive decisions, has upheld the claim 
that the state in particular instances has failed to meet its constitutional 
obligations. The Court elaborated at length as to what would constitute 
reasonable measures in the progressive realisation of the rights. These 
included the need for comprehensive policies and programmes that are 
reasonably implemented, and do not exclude any significant section of 
society. 
Development activists have welcomed these judgments. claiming that 
the Court has held government accountable for the provision of basic 
services that restore human dignity. These include the principles that all 
policies must be flexible and comprehensive and must cater for the criti-
cal needs of the poor and vulnerable. This is a particularly powerful means 
of advancing pro-poor development. 
While the Court did not specifically define how the criteria for assessing 
the adequacy of resources, the resource implications of these judgments 
have a marginal impact on the overall budget If the Court accepted the 
minimum core arguments recommended by the amici the resource impli-
cations would be significant and this will have a direct impact on the 
expenditure prioritisation patterns and modalities. In future litigation and 
advocacy campaigns greater emphasis must be placed on integrated 
projects that cater for the immediate needs of people living in intolerable 
conditions. support children without parents and meet other urgent socio-
economic needs of the poor. 
The overall availability of resources is determined primarily by macro-
economic and fiscal policy. The divergence of views on the most optimal 
macroeconomic framework provides the basis for engagement on the 
optimal public finance solutions. The more recent changes in the MTEF 
signal a greater commitment to release more resources to address socio-
economic rights. The institutional and delivery form will require some 
reconfiguration to increase the expenditure effiCiency and improve tar-
geting. Demand driven mechanisms can assist in improving gearing. 
targeting and monitoring. 
The Court's reluctance to provide an opinion on the effectiveness of 
policy choices, including the policies that ultimately set the overall re-
source constraints to meet socio-economic obligations, limits acceleration 
of the provision of basic goods and services to the poor. This limitation is 
symptomatic of the limitations of an exclusive litigious approach to devel-
opment, and is best overcome through complementary forms of advocacy 
and social action. In this regard civil SOciety has a vital role to facilitate the 
provision of socio-economic rights to the poor and vulnerable. 
More importantly, the discussion will be best informed by rigorous 
monitoring of progress in the delivery of social and economic services. 
This will be best achieved through a coordinated effort. building on the 
respective roles of the oversight institutions such as the SAH R.C, the 
legislatures, and civil society organisations to monitor the adequacy of 










































THE PUBLIC FINANCE IMPLICATIONS OF RECENT SOCIO-ECONOMIC RIGHTS JUDGMENTS 
this will strengthen accountability and transparency. There is a critical 
need for oversight bodies to develop independent monitoring and verifica-
tion mechanisms to demonstrate to the courts progress (or retrogression) 
in the delivery of socio-economic rights. This, complemented by appropri-
ate litigation, will ultimately contribute towards determining the adequacy 
and efficiency of budget performance and contribute towards ensuring 
human dignity for all. 
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